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.ARTICLE III. 

A REVIEW OF SOME POINTS IN BOPP'S COMPARATIVE 
GRAMMAR.I 

BY LBOlI'ABD TA1'BL, PR. D., PHILADELPHIA, AJIIl) I'BOl'E880B RUDOLPH 

L. TAHL, 8T. LOUIS.' 

ON revicwing the labors of the modern scholars in the prov
ince of language, we find that in Germany especially they 
have cultivated this field in almost all pos!lible directions, and 
alth~ugh they frequently 'seem to anive at contradictory 
results, these results, neverthelcss, are necessarily supple
mentary to each other, and advance the cause of philology 
as a whole. While the adherents of the old school confine 
their studies to the classical languages, and devote them
selves more to the cultivation of syntax, the modern school, 
or that of comparative philology, after starting many and 
sometimes absurd hypotheses, have at length anived at a 
profound knowledge of the laws of analogy, which none of 
its followers could violate with impunity in his investiga
tions. Indeed, the growth of the various grammatical 

. formations in the languages belonging to the Indo-Euro
pean stock has been so clearly traced out by this school, 
and is so well supported by facts, that it may be safely 
asserted that future investigations must rest upon them as 
their foundation. These invelitigations of comparative phi
lology, moreover, throw light on many hitherto dark portions 
of history, proving from the common stock of words and 
the cognate development of the forms of their languages 

1 Comparative Grammar of the Banserit, Zend, Annenian, Greek, Latin, 
Liuhllanian, Old Siavonian, Gothic, aod Gennan Languagcs. By Franz Bopp. 
Second Edition. Reviewed throughout. Berlin: 1857 - 60. 

, Our thanks are due to our learned friend, Proressor ChBS. Short, of Phil&
delphia, for his valuable 888is&ance in the preparation of this Article. 
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that many detached nations of the present day belong to 
the same race, and were originally united. Indeed, compar
ative philology even points out the length of the period 
when they were thus united, and the time when they sep
arated, and it furnishes information as to the state of the 
mental culture of these aboriginal people and their mode ot 
living, and thus supplies the place of direct historical docu-
ments. . 

To Mr. Bopp is due the praise of having acted as a pio
neer in this new field 'of human science, but around him 
have gathered other congenial minds, and under his leader
ship they have fought bravely against all kinds of opposition 
in order to plant securely the standard of their new science. 
Mr. Bopp has been enabled to lay before the learned public 
a new edition of his Comparative Grammar, which, accord
ing to his own statement, has been entirely remodelled. A 
few weak positions have been abandoned, because t.hey were 
untenable, and others taken in their place which are in ad
vance of the former. This new edition may be regarded as 
a very complete repertory of all investigations made by Mr. 
Bopp and others since the pUblication of his first edition. 
The learned aulhor has subjected all theories put fortb by 
others to a close scrutiny, and has either adopted or refuted 
them. Most of the positions taken by this great scholar 
are now established beyond any doubt, but he himself will 
ackilowledge that there are some points still open to dis
cussion, and a few of these we propose to reconsider. 

Mr. Bopp's laws of sounds, as they are developed in the 
second edition, will probably not be disputed by anyone. 
On page 9 he opposes those Sanscrit Grammarians, who, 
according to a later pronunciation in India, admit the tran
sition of an original a as in sofa, into e as in bed, and into 
o as in not, as has been done in the earliest stages of the 
Greek language, and also in the Zend. But the fact that 
the short vowels e and (5 did not exist in the Old Sanscrit, 
any more than in the oldest Germanic dialect oC which we 
have knowledge, is proved by Mr. Bopp by the considera
tion "that, supp0:le even these sounds to have existed while 
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the Sanscrit was a living language, they could only have 
been developed from a short a after Sanscrit writing had 
become fixed; because in its alphabet, where the minutest 
shades of sound are noticed, the distinction between ii, e, 
and o~ would certainly not have been neglected" (1.9). 
The fact that the sound of e was developed from a at a 
later period, is also proved by the Semitic languages, and 
especially by the Arabic, in which, 4t the present day, the 
sound of a has been retained by the Bedouins, the Sons of 
the Desert, with whom the vowels were less subject to 
cbange; while in the settled communities it has passed 
over into other sounds. The same thing we find in the 
Ethiopic. where the original Semitic a has frequently passed 
into the weaker sound of e, and the vowel i has always 
been changed into e. 

As regards the weight of the three fundamental vowel." 
a, v, i, Mr. Bopp, to the best of our knowledge, was the 
first to point out the difference in gravity between these 
vowels, a subject which has also been discussed by us in 
our criticism on Mr. Corssen's work on Latin Pronuncia
tion.1 Mr. Bopp starts with those Sanscrit verbs in which 
a long a is changed into i in places where other verbs 
undergo other changes, and where, for instance, y0cm4mi, 
jfJlfll!o, 1I0oneemas, jungimus, and al80 ami, instead of the 
older aimi, eZJU, I go, Plural, If£E1l, may be compared. In the 
Gothic tongue, which in Mr. Bopp's grammar is the repre
sentative of the Germanic languages, this weakening of a 
into i, which is done to lighten the vowel, is most clearly 
seen in the verbs of Grimm's tenth, eleventh, and twelfth 
conjugations, where in the singular of the preterite, on 
account of its monosyllabic nature, a radical a has betiu 
preserved, while in the present tense, and all other forms 
dependent upon it, on account of the greater number of 
syllables, it has been weakened into i. Thus, at, I ate, bears 
the same relation to ita, I eat, as the Latin caM to cecini, 

I Latin P1'OtIrmtiatiOtl and tAe Latil! .A.lplwhet, by DR. L. TAI'IIL and PROP. R. 
L. T .. l.VaL. Mason & Brotben: New York. 1860. 
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capio to accipio. The Sanscrit, he continues, proves in all 
thoBe verbs where a comparison can be instituted, that in 
the above-named Gothic conjugations, in the singular of 
the preterite tense, the genuine radical vowel ha.s been pre
served; and among these verbs he mentions, at ,I ate (aJaO 
in the third person), sat, I sat; VaB, I rema.i.Red, I WIJIj 

fJrack, I pursued; ga-vag. I moved; frah, I atlked; gvafll, I 
came; bar, I bare, bore; gOt-tar, I tare, tore, I destrOJed; 
band, I bound; saying, in conclosion, that" hencefortb, in 
historical grammar, the letter a of the above-named preter
ites, and of all other similar forms, can no longer be re
garded as a permutation of the vowel i of the preeeot 
tense, for the sake of expressing the past, however, it may 
appear so far from a survey of the Germanic lango&ge8 
only, inasmuch as the reduplication, the proper means for 
expressing this relation of time, has either entirely vanisbed 
in these preterites, or else can no longer be distinguished, 
on account of contraction, 8S in 8tum, we ate, set""" ~ 
sat." 

Weare pleased to see that Mr. Bopp, in taking this 
ground, has advanced considerably beyond the positions be 
took in the first edition, § 1-7, where he treats of the same 
subject. He now admits that the root of the preterite is 
more primitive, and that the present (8S well as the imper
ative mood, as we shall presently see) bas been shortened 
from it, and we are convinced that Mr. Bopp will finally 
admit that not only the primitive form, but also the primi
tive signification, of the verb was that of the preterite 
or aorist. 

It may, indeed, appear preposterous to enter into any 
discussions about the forms of language, when man first 
expre!'sed his thoughts by words. But both the arguments 
of reason, and t.he vestiges of the earlier stages of the 
development of various languages, enable us to draw con
clusions, chiefly negative, but part.ly positive, as to some 
sounds which could not have been used in those aboriginal 
times, and also as to Borne grammatical forms which could 
not have been primitive j while, on the other hand, aided 
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by the history of language, we are enabled to specify those 
fonns which are most ancient, or at least are comparatively 
most ancient. 

As regards the origin of language, unless we suppose that 
lIinguage sprang forth from the head of the primitive man, 
ready furnished, as Minerva from the head of Jupiter, we must 
assume tbat language, like all other attainments of man, 
was made gradually; and if we admit that the first man, in 
speaking, as well as in thinking, was instructed by Deity 
himself,' we must furtber grant that the Divine Being in this, 
as in all other cases, has followed his own pre-established 
order, to which he subjected himself in the process of his 
incarnation, the order, namely, of educational progress. If 
this be so, then the first man, when intending to express by 
words his feelings, intentions, and thoughts, was assisted 
or instructed by the Divine Being; but this assistance or 
instruction was conformed to man's first mental wants 
which were obviously very few and simple, and such, we 
hence infer, were the primitive forms of language.s Tbe 
original forms were successively developed and modified, 
until, at last, they attained to that fulness of growth and 
perfection which appeared necessary to the various tribes, 
races, or nations. We shall cODfine our remarks to the 
Arian or Indo-European family of languages, with occa
sional references to the Semitic tongues, which offer some 
striking analogies in what appear to us their primitive for
mations. After these languages had, as it were, reached 
their highest point of bodily growth, their mental growth 
began to prevail; and the more their intellectual strength 
increased, the less it was necessary to retain all those exter
nal minutiae of grammatical forms which were developed 
in the earlier stages of the language, since those using it 
understood others, and were likely to be understood by 

I It is proved by incontrovertible evidence tbat new-born babes, when left to 
tbemseltel, or exposed among beulS, do not learn to think or speak; and when 
left among bea&18 utter only sounds in imitation of those of beu18. 

2 Tbe demonstrative pronoun M~M, for inataoce, in the older Hebrew, meant 
both !Ie and slu!, and "1'-~ a youth of btitJI .ael, a boy or a g;.-/. 
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others, even when, in expressing their thoughts, they dis
pensed with these external grammatical inflections. There 
is, however, no necessary reason why all members of tbe 
same family of languages should have branched out to the 

• same extent, and have produced the same amount of gram-
matical forms. Just as in nature all trees of the lSame 
genus or species have not the same growth, nor do all the 
members of the same family of men attain the same stat
ure or the same bodily or mental perfection. Thus, of all 
the Arian tongues, the Greek and Latin only have generated 
a pluperfect (as the Syriac also among the Semitic idioms), 
the Latin only a future perfect in the active, and the Greek 
in the passive voi~e ; so, likewise, there was a diversity in 
the number of cases, in the use of the dual and plural, etc. 
If this be so, we are not authorized to maintain, as is 
frequently done by Mr. Bopp and his school, that aU 
these languages, in the ante-historical times, were provided 
with the same number of forms, but subsequently dropped 
them. 

Nevertheless, there are in the words and the forms of words 
many indications that the Arian, as well as the Semitic 
nations, originally conRtituted one people, and, in the ante
historical age8, spent a part of their youth together; af'ter 
which they separated, and each developed itself in itS own 
way, until at last they attained the maximum of their 
growth. Of this primitive language some idioms have 
preserved one, and others another, heirloom, as it were; but 
they all agree in this, that they retain more or less of the 
vestiges of that simple tense (the preterite or aorist), the 
priority of whh~h it is a dictate of reason to acknowledge. 
For the first thing in order which a mail would naturally 
express by speech waR a phenomenon, or an act or fact com
pleted. That form by which this realization was expressed, 
~nd which seems to have been originally monosyllabic, as in 
German., we call the Aorist, or, as is done in the Semitic 
tongues (the Chaldee, Syriac, Samaritan, Hebrew, Ethiopic, 
Arabic), the Perfect tense, in contradistinction from the 
Imperfect tense, that is, the tense and trWod of non~ealit!l or 
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tmcompleted1U!ss. This form, naturally demanded by reason 
as the original one, we find in the German, and, as we have 
seen above, in the Sanserit; it is likewise found (even with· 
out the suffix of the prono~n, alS in the German in the 
strong form) in the Semitic idioms, t.his being the most sim
pie; and we meet with it also, in the Slavonic, Lithuanian, 
and Greek, wht're the pronoun, in its oldest form, is ap
pended to the root. 

As regards Mr. Bopp's assertion that the proper means of 
expressing the past 1('nse, the reduplication, had disappeared 
from the language, or had become disguised, we cannot agree 
with him. The reduplicated form could'not have been the 
original one; because the simple form must first have existed 
before it could be reduplicated, and the first simple form, as 
we have seen above, expressed something which had taken 
place, and thus, at least by implication, had reference to the 
past. We hold that the reduplication is a subst'quent for
mation, which was introduced, after the aorist form, by its 
being employed also for the imperative mood, had appeared 
to be more vague; and, moreover, reduplication does not 
seem to have ever been generally adopted. 

On page 144, Mr. Bopp assumes two contradictory pro
cesses in language, to explain the same thing. In a foot
note he observes that, according to Dobrowsky (pp.39-41). 
the transition of gutturals to sibilants, t.hrough the retro-ac
ting influence of a following soft vowel, is very evident in 
the Slavonic languages. But, in the aorist-ending XU and 
XOmu, of the first person singular and plural, in dOl)(!.' and 
daXomu, he derives the gnttural from an original sibilant, and 
starts the hypothesis, that the aspirate X, in the Slavonic 
languages, is of a comparatively later origin, and only took 
its rise after the Lettic languages had separated from the 
strictly Slavonic tongues. He says, also, that in the Lithua
nian language we find k in the place of an original sibilant, 
as (p. 143), Lith. jukka, black soup, Slav. juXa, compared 
with Sanscrit, ya"a-s (masc.), yt2s'am (neut.), Lat. j11s,juris, 
fromjt1sis; and ill the Lithuanian imperative mood, ending 
in ki, and ki-te, in which, he says, he recognizes the aorist 
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of the potential mood (Gr. Optative); on this account be 
holds the letter k in Lith. dUki-te to be identical with the 
Slavonic X in daXU, I gave, daxomu, we gave, and with the 
Sanscrit s in dd-si-dvam, you 'night give. He, moreover, 
mentions incidentally, that formerly the preterite ending ia 
XU (which is proved to have been originally xam) was sup
posed to be related to the ellding -JCa of the Greek perfect, 
and refers to Grimm's Grammar L p. 1059, and to Dobrow
sky's Grammar, I. 2, ~ 19, and 7, ~ 90. The latter scholar 
regards the letter X as a part of the personal ending, and we 
think his view is right, and shall endeavor to prove it else
where. If Mr. Bopp considers the letter k io duki..f.e, to be 
identical with the Slavonic X in daxu., he ought st.ill more to 
have regarded it as identical with the Greek" in the aorists 
lOo,JCa, ~1J1Ct1., -q.oca, which we shall discuss below, than the" 
of the Greek perfect tense. We need not decide which oC 
these three letters, "'Y X is the oldest; but if Mr. Bopp (~23) 
maintains that the letter'" in alJ,am, is to be pronounced like 
a soft X; if, moreover, u in XU stands for Itm or om, and this 
again stands in the place of am, as in the Lithuanian pres
ent, we should have to regard da-x!'- or da[a]xu (instead oC 
daxam in the Slavonic aorist) as one of the oldest formations 
in the Arian languages; and, so long as Mr. Bopp does Dot 
prove to us from an ant.e-Lettic or ante-Slavonic monument, 
that is, from a monument dating from the time when these 
two languages were not yet separated, that their common 
aorist sounded exclusively sam or as-am, and oot Xam, so 
long we shall consider ourselves authorized to maintain, 
that the Slavonic form is the more archaic, or the older, and 
that the Lithuanian sam or sau was either weakened from 
Xam or Xau-, or, as is more commonly supposed, was a com
position of the verbal root with the- substantive verb asa .... 
And, as regards the fact that in the Sanscrit language, which 
pO!!sesKes the oldest written documents in the world, the 
verbs are only found with the ending sam, it does Dot bence 
follow that its forms also are always the oldest j nor are 
they generally regarded as such by the learned. 

We suppose, that many scholars are not altogether satis-
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fied that our leaders in philology regard it as a settled mat
ter, that the personal pronoun of the first person singular in 
the nominative case is of a different root from that of the 
oblique cases. 'Mr. Bopp says (§ 326) I " All languages here 
treated agree in this remarkable particular, that the nomina
tive singular of the first person is of 1\ different root from 
that of the oblique cases." The nominative in question 
sounds thus in these different languages: Sanser. a?wm, I j 

Zend. a,emj Gr l:ry~j Lat. ego; Goth. ikj Lith. tu'(ash)j 
Old Slav. a,u j ArmeQ. el. The original form ako.m, the 
existence of which we shall prove, which is preserved in the 
Sanscr. aXam (~am), and, as we have shown above, in the 
Old Slavonic suffixes, had the letter k or X assibilated even 
in the Vedo·Sanscrit plural asame, asme, in the place of 
axme, (which latter form still survives in the Slavonic) j in 
the Zend. lLIem j in the Old Slavonic' pronoun a,u for a,um, 
a~om, a$am, from aXam j in the Lithuanian as' (ask) and the 
Armenian el, where the vowel-sound of the second syllable 
was moreover dropped j while the strong guttural remained 
in the Gothic ik; ,Ang. Sax. ik, Dutch ie, hut was weakened 
into the middle in the Icelandic eg j Swed. jag, pronounced 
yag, and, also, yah,Dan. jeg, pronounced yeg, also yek, with 
ell. as ey in they j in the Latin and Greek it was also weak
ened into the middle, but, while they lost the final fa or ,., 
they still preserved the preceding vowel j in the German, how
ever, the strong guttural became aspirated into X, and in 
some of itvHalects X was reduced to k. 

Mr. Bopp's supposition, that in the Sanserit the second 
syllable of the first person does not constitute an essential 
part of the pronoun, because there are some other pronouns 
terminating in this same syllable, we think ought not to be 
admitted. For, fi,.st, these endings are not found in a sin
gle one of these pronouns in any other language, and thus 
they are either simply accidental, or else they were formed 
by an imitation of the pronoun of the first person. &e
ondly, the fact that the ending am is not merely an idle 
appendage, but an essential ingredient of this pronoun, ill 
clearly proved by this consideration, that this last eyllable 
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of the pronoun ha~ been preserved in all the primitive for
mations of the verb, in the oldest languages of the .Ario 
stock. If, now, this syllabJe forms an integral part of the 
root, that is, if it was regarded as belonging to the orig
inal root, and was used as a suffix in the formation of the 
brst person of the vP"l'b, this very root, which became subse
quently somewhat changed wherever it was not used as a 
suffix, appears in its most original form in the Greek Ep.-o~ 
EP.·O~ ep.-~, in the adjective ep.-&<;, for which we even find, in 
the dialects, the more original form ap.-tk, and even ap,.l, 
instead of e,w. Compare Buttmann, Ausfu£hrli.che (kaa
flWtik, ~ 72, pp. 291-293. 

By deriving the Vedic nominative plural asmA' from 
asame = asamoi or asamai, we no longer need the hypothetic 
form sma, which was called into requisition by Mr. Bopp as 
a De1.ls ex machina i but we agree with him in this, that in 
the Greek plural 11p.p.er;, the letter CT, by assimilation, passed 
over into p., as in ep.p.' from ECTP.t; we also believe that in 
the Armenian form smes (for sames), there is still a trace 
left of the originals. 'A,u~ (Ace. a,u), on the other band, 
which Mr. Buttmann, in the above paragraph, teaches to 
have been another form for .fJp.e'ir;, we would trace back imme
diately to allam, where, after the initial a bad been cast 
off, the letter s, a sign of the plural, was added by meaDS 
of the connective e. H with the hara breathing in ~p.e'i~, 
which, according to the best of our knowledge, neither 
Mr. Bopp nor Mr. Buttmann has attempted io explain, 
is best accounted for in this manner, viz. the initial a 
was placed after the breathing letter, and aa, after coalescing 
into ti, was weakened into.". When this pronoun was 
subsequently used as a suffix, the letter h, as frequently 
happens, was lost, but, as we shall see, it was retained in the 
first aorist passive, where it aspirated the preceding demon
strative T. 

As regards the origin of the Sanscrit (and, consequently, 
of the Greek) augment as described by Mr. Bopp (1.415 if. 
~ 567), we confess that we did not expect to find this 
explanation retained in the second edition; since it appears 
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to us too artificial, too far-fetched, and too illogical. Mr. 
Bopp maintains that the augment in the Sanscrit (and thull 
also in the Greek) arose from the alpha privativum. To 
this we object for the following groundl:!. First, we see no 
reason whatever why the alpl,a privativum should not have 
been retained, but changed into e, of which change of this 
prefix: we do not find a single instance' in Greek. Secondly, 
if, according to Mr. Bopp, the object of the alpl,a privativum 
was to deny that the predicating verb is found in the present 
tense, Mr. Vorlander in his Grundlinien einer organische1& 
WissenscllOft de,. Seele, is perfectly right in objecting to this 
assumption of Mr. Hopp by saying that a simple negation 
of t/£e present does not yet imply tke past. Mr. Bopp in this, 
as in hil:! whole doctrine of the verb, starts with the wrong 
idea that the present tense is the original form, and that the 
other tem'les are derived from it. The simple a priori con
sideration that a tense which expresses an inc~mplete action, 
or an aetion in the process of being performed, and which 
in the Old Slavonic is absolutely employed to expresl:! the 
future, could not have been the original tense, ought to be 
sufficient to prove the fallacy of this assumption. Tltirdly, 
the usually lengthened form of the present tense indicates 
a posteri01·i, that this form had a later and more gradual 
origin, while t.he form of the so-called second aoril:!t, or of 
the IItrong preterites which have been discussed ahove, 
which form is the same as the simple one of the imperfect 
tense, e. g. in tMyOIl, l4nJ1l (Buttmann, Ausfullrlic11e Gram
malik, § 109, Anmerk. 3), as everyone may see from his 
own reading, bears all the traces of originality, inasmuch as 
in its formation, as we shall soon show, the pronouns are 
immt'diately appended to the simple root. If, now, this 
tense, expressing the past, wal:! the older form, and if the 
idea of the past was inherent in it from the first, it is utterly 
impossible for the augment to express the negation of the 
present tense, which tense arose much later; but the origin 
of the augment belongs to a later period ill language, and, 
although Mr. Buttmann did not keep pace with the modern 
school of linguistics, yet, by his more refined sense for lan-

VOL. XVIII. No. 72 66 
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guage, he was led to see the real ~tate of things, and he 
described the augment as a wearing off of the [more} origi
nal reduplication. His own words are: 

"From this circumstance alone, that both augments [the 
augment proper and the reduplication] belong exclusively to 
the preterites, we may presume that they are of the same 
ongm. Without entering into any psychological disquisi
tions on the subject1 we can well conceive how the old Ian. 
guage would make use of the reduplication in order to 
express something past. Since the greater part of the 
changes, brought about in language in a mechanical way, 
consist in blunting and wearing off a form, and since, es
ppcially, we meet in other instances with a wearing off of 
the first letters in Greek words (see § 26, Anmerk. II., ~ax~ 
for piJuxo<;; ma/3o<;, /ryaIlOJI, for lCorra/3o<;, 'T~aJloJl; ~pJ, .qJl, ;, 
for CP7lP.t, .CPr,II, cPr,; a''t7lpo<;, Aa£'t7lPar;; er/36J, "Mt/36J; ala, for 
'YaUr.; ta for p.ta, etc.), it is perfectly analagous to assume 
that the reduplicatpd syllable containing an e was reduced 
to a mere e, and that the desire of drawing distinctions, 
availing itself of this feature, employed it particularly in 
the narrative style. This assumption, moreover, is fully 
proved (1) by the existing reduplication of the verb in ~ome 
cases passing over into a mere E, and. (2) by the second 
aorist instpad of having its regular augment being still 
found in the Epic with the reduplication of the perfect, as 
in 'TT'mA7I'Y(JJI, "M~etr~a" etc." 

Weare not at all satisfied with the manner in which 1\11. 
Bopp (§ 568, II. 44D, it:) endeavors to explain the archaic 
forms ~06JICa, ~lCa, ,1jlCa. After he seems to have come very 
near the truth, by bringing these forms into connection with 
the Old Slovenic daXU and the other analogous formations 
in this ancient idiom, and with the Lithuanian impemtive 
mood in dUk, give, dukite, give ye, he suddenly turns off 
again, al1d says: 

" We can do no better than to regard ;Or.Jtea as a degen
erate form of ;86Jtra; whether the letter s at one leap [sic!] 
became IC, or IC associated itflelf with the sibilant of the sob
IStantive Verb, as' in the imperfect form ;trICOJl, ltrf(.t!, in the 
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Old Lat. future escit, and in the imperfect tenses and aorists t 

ending in -EaICO", -fIaICOIJITJ", -anICO", -(1,(J'IC0p;TJV, as 8""eVEaICE, lCa}..
EEaICO", ICa"M.aICETo, t>..aaICE, 8aaaaICETO, where we cannot help 
noticing the addition of the substantive verb, wbich, more
over, bas been doubled in aa-aICO", aa-aICOJlI1Iv. In 18OJlCa, 
t~lCa, -qlCa, however, provided they sounded originally l80JalCa 
etc., the euphonic addition to a simply remained, and t.hus 
an original 180Jaa first became LalCa, and finally, 18rutea. 
Perhaps the letter IC was originally placed befor8 a in 18ruaa, 

as in Ev" from av" = San8cr. sam, so that 18ru1Ca would have 
to be regarded as a reduced ferm of t8ruEa; even as the form 
xum must have preceded the Latin cum, in case this is rela
ted to ,6", crVv, sam." 

§ 569. "The Lithuanian, also, presenttl a form related to 
the Greek and Sanscrit [and Old Slavonic?] aorist, in which 
as it seemtl to me, IC takes the place of an original s; I mean 
the imperative mood, in which I recognize that Sanscrit 
mood, which agrees with the Greek optative of the aorist, 
and by which k in dUk, give, ditkite, give ye = Sanscr. dasid'
vam, you may give, (Precat. mid.), becomes related to the" 
in the Greek 1861ICa (§ 92, p. 144.) " 

In our remarks above we have declared ourselves against 
this generation of k from St which Mr. Bopp endeavors to 
vindicate in the above extract. His explanation appears 
very arbitrary, and, at the very outllet, conflicts with a cir
cumstance which seems to have been disregarded by all 
who have embraced Mr. Bopp's view without further exam
ination. The point is this, that these three aorista are inva
riably found with the augment, which, as is well known, is 
us'ually not placed with the suffix alC. This suffix, although 
dating back to an early period, arose, nevertheless, on Pelaa
gic ground, after the members of the Arian stock had sepa
rated; for it only exists in the Greek and Latin Languages. 
Besides the older form 18t"ICa, we, in fact, also find ooa"o", 
but without any augment or reduplication whatever, accord
ing to the general rule; even the poetll, according to Butt
mann (§ 94. Anmerk. 2), employed the augment offered them 
by analogy, only in a very few cases, aud only where it 
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seemed imperatively demanded by the metre. According to our 
opinion, these three verbal forms, together with the Lithu
anian imperative mood, are rather remnants of the compara
tively oldest formation of the verbs,1 with the more recent 
addition of the augment. "E&J)fca, ~ICa and ~ICa are evi
dently instead of e&'"ap., e~'1/ICap. and ~fCap., in which the 
letter p., as in aU other aorists, first became nasalized, that 
is, was pronounced more or less indistinctly, until, finally, it 
was entirely suppressed, both in speaking and writing. 
The forms oo;"a, ~7}"a, ~"a are instead of Oo;ICall, ~"ap., I]fCtlp., 
and these, again, are contracted from oo-tlfCap., ~e-tlfCap., g-tlfCtlp., 
so that we obtain from them the suffix akam, which corres
ponds exactly to the Sanscrit a/J,am, i. e., aXam (with a weak 
X), and to the Old Slovenic~ aXam. We believe that this 
particular formation, in the primit.i!e times, as in the Old 
Slovenic, was confined to the first person singular aud plural, 
and that, at a later period only, after the independent pro
noun of the first person, where it was not suffixed, had 
gradually become changed, and a knowledge of its significa
tion, where the pronoun was suffixed, had thus become lost. 
The letters" and a of the first person, as in the Lithuanian 
and the Greek, were also extended to the ot.her persons, and 
the final consonant only was used to indicate the other per
sons. 'fhe same thing, also, we notice in the Sans
crit, ill regard to the vowel a before the final consonant j 
thus, we find d's-am, ds'.fs, ds'·it, and likewise, d's-am, lis'-ag, 
ds'-at, etc. The fact, that the guttural of the prononn, 
where it was not suffixed afterwards, with some of the 
members of the Arian family became a sibilant, and that 
the vowel a of the last syllable was obscured and became 0 

(u) or e, all in the Zend. azem, Old Sloven. a~u[m], Gr. agtfm, 
agam, Wyall, Wyov, £ryoll, egon, Lat. egom, ego, does not pre
clude the possibility t.hat the "arious memberll of this family 
had originally common forms for the several pronouns, of 

! To which, perhaps, is to be added i3f,3~1rv. besides lat!Us. 
t Mr. Bopp ralls this languBge the Old Slavonic, but Mr. Miklosirh (preface, 

p. vii.) CBUS it the Ofd Slovenic, berBuse it is merely a part or the Old Slavonic, 
(comps!'Il V crgleh;hende Lant lehre der slavisooen Spracben, ... on Fr. Miklosicb}. 



• 
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which forms that of the first persoll was particularly retained, 
as a suffix to the oldest form of the verb, that is the aorist. 
It cannot be decided with certainty, whether the original 
guttural of the first person was a smooth, middle, or aspi
rate, since we find all three represented j but by reasons of 
analogy we assume that the hardest sound is the oldest, 
which is also proved by the Gothic, the oldest Germanic 
idiom of which any traces have been left us. The suffix 
akam, as we have shown above, was originally used entire, 
but in this primitive state we find it only in the Greek, in 
the three above-named forms of the aorist, and ill the Old 
Slavonic. in 'that particular tense which, for other reasons, we 
have designated as the primitive one. The original form 
aXam, in this primitive tense, gradually assumed several 
forms, all of which, however. may be traced back again to 
this same original form: thus, from aXam we get aXom, axum, 
axum, axu, OXU, exu, iXU, as in Old Slovenic daXU, [ gave, 
from da-axu or rf-aXU; sus·axu, [ sucked, bet-un, [ gather, 
Aor. (ber-axu) b,oaxu; demn, [split, Aoro (der-axun) draxuit., 
s'enun, [ drive Aor. gnaXU, [ drove. In the aorist of those 
verbs which correspond to the 10th Sanscrit conjugation, the 
pronoun is suffixed to the original root, as is done in those 
verbs where n, t, or d, is inserted, e. g. in rild-as-un, [ lament, 
Aor. md-axu for rudaXUm; gilb-n-'U1i, [perish, Aor. gab-OX'" 
(oXUm). The lIame is the case in other verbs, where other 
letters have been inserted before the pronoun, as in gorjun 
[burn, Aor. gor-eXU; (Wjuit., [plough, Aor. (W-axu [(Waxum], 
Lat. ara-o, Gr. ap(6)]; plujun, I make to flow, Aor. plio-a-xu; 
dejun, [ do, Aor. dejaXU' When the pronoun is preceded by 
a nasal sound, its initial a is dropped, !is in vinu!" [ wind, 
Aor. viituiVXU; but in the iterative formvinjaxu there is no 
nasal sound j penjun, [ span, Aor. penxu, [ spanned. In one 
Slavonic dialect, the Lusatian, the final m or 11., together with 
the preceding vowel, is entirely dropped, and the aorist endll 
with the guttural of the pronoun, or the guttural passes 
over into a sibilant, or is dropped altogether, as dax" [ gave, 
staX, [ stood; beX, bjex" [was; noseX, [ bMe, iterative form 
nos/wtx; vovam, [cry"vovaX) [ (:ried; pix, [ drOMk. from piju, 

66* 
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I drink. In the plural, however, the original m is restored, 
as daX, daxme; staX, staxme,' beX, bexm8; tru, Lat. tero, 
trjex, trjexme, trivimus. 

As in the Semitic 1 languages, so also in the Indo-Eoro
pean, the suffixing of the dissyllabic pronoun became incon· 
venient, and they had, therefore, recourse to various means 
in order to facilitate this process. Thus, alJ,am seems to have 
been changed into ",aam, ham, hem, ~f" (~II) j by dropping 
the guttural!" was obtained aam, am, '1/p., '1/11; by shortening 
am, the syllables am, Of', om;. and the final m, in the Gref'k 
language, was first nasalized, and imperfectly pronounced, 
and, at last, totally dropped. In the first stage of contrac
tion or shortening, we find ham, kem, ~f" wbere the final ,. 
afterwards was preserved only in cases where it was sop
ported by a following vowel. This form of the proDoun, 
when suffixed to the demonstrative T of the Greek verbal 
adj~ctive, aspirated the dental smooth, and this the preceding 
guttural or labial smooths and middles, while it assibilated 
the preceding dental, as in TV7T-, TV7T-T'O~, Ervrr'T'&'-p., or ~p., 
eT'lX/>";}'1/f£! i7-v4>";}af', eTixp~,.,..~ Or Ell, EnJtP,,;}ii~; hence t.he in· 
finitive mood TutP~f'·ell, TutP~~-'1/f'·ell'Q.I,. Afterwards, hO\v
ever, the letter f', when final, according to the laws of Greek 
phonology, was changed into II; hence we have the future 
'TvtP~1}[lI-e]O"op.a,. A second stage of the weakening of the 
pronominal suffix consisted in the dropping of the aspirate, 
so that the long syllable am or em, (if' or 7Jf' was appended 
immediately to the original unincreased verbal root, which, 
in this case, taken in its intransitive meaning, assumed the 
fUllction of the passive voice, as xap- (Xatp), EXaP'1/", I ",as 
in a slate of xap'&' joy, rejoicing, E''Y~p-aJl-, e'Y'1p-all; CTTe'U-, 
ECTTO;X '7111, CTTaX7J[ IIf] O"oJl4', CTT4XIJO"Op.at.; pv-(pe), Eppv",lI. I jlCYWl'd, 
I was -in a state of flowing; 7rXvt, - brrX{rY1j11. In a tbird 
stage of contraction or weakening, which was entered upon 
at an early period, the syllable am was shortened in variou:! 

1 R. g. in \;bF,'~ .• e·k'tol, I will kill, l( is shortened of -~~ ani, I; in I;i::;r~, 
ni-k'tol, we shall kill, ~ ni stands Cor "~r:~ i in ~~t;n, ka/l.d-la, thOll Mst 1a1itd, 
rnasc., ta, thou, is contracted from at-ta; in ~1t;n, tllOu hast killed, fern. t', thou, 
fern., is inslead of at-at. 
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ways. While the letter p. in this tense, in the Lithuanian 
language, passes over into the vowel 14, which is related to 
the labial letters through v, but in the plural reappears; 
in the Greek 'it is at first nasalized, afterwards pronounced 
indistinctly, and at last entirely dropped. This particular 
form of the aorist we still find in el'1l'a for el'1l'ap., 71J1E7ICa for 
;'lJE"'flCap. (from which are derived el'1l'aJll'lv, ~JIE7ICap:'1J1), and 
perhaps in f1reua for f1rETa. In the popular language this 
particular form of the aorist (which we prefer to call the 
strong aori:::<t, because it is certainly not formed by a compo
sition with the substantive verb) seems to have generally 
prevailed, and from this it seems afterwards to have intruded 
into the written language, as elcSa, elM, tAa/3a, (conf. Butt
mann, Ausjii/&rl. Grammat.~. 114, p. 278, 279). Instead of 
being dropped, th~ letter p., however, usually changing into v, 
and aJl is contracted with the preceding vowel into one syl
lable with a long vowel, which, in some verbs, is shortened 
again in the plural; unless we prefer to regard the v, the last 
letter of the syllable, as the suffix, representing the personal 
pronoun as, (Oi.Opa<TIC, Spa,) lopaav, ~opiiJl; eooap., looav, l&"v; 
~eap., ~eaJl, ~"1J1; lap., ~v, ~JI; eU7aaJl, lU7"1J1; lOllap., lOllaJl, 
eevv; 1</>lIap., e</>"av e</>iiv (com pare lx~6at;J lX~V<;' OEtICJlVa<Tt, 
OELlCvVUt). Most frequently, however, in the written lan
guage of the Greek, the suffix ap., aJl, was weakened into OJI. 

In the Old Slavonic, as it seems, it was first nasalized into 
om or um, afterwards into on or un, where the final n was first 
pronounced indistinctly, and at last entirely suppressed; in 
the plural, however, both in the Lithuanian and the Old 
Slavonic, it was universally pronounced with a preceding 
full 0, and only the s of the plural, which has survived only 
in the Sanscrit, the Greek dialects, and the Latin, was worn 
off; as Lith. gawau I got, dual gawiJwa, we two got, plur. 
gowiJme, we got; Old Slav. dmgu[m], I moved, dual dvigove, 
we two moved, plur. dvig-omu[s], we moved. 

In regardi~g the ending am (an, on = all, all) as a con· 
stituent part of the suffixed pronoun of the first person, we 
only follow the example of the Indian grammarians them
selves, who lived some thousands of years nearer to t.he 
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onglO of thelle verbal formations than Mr. Bopp and our
selves, and who may be imagined to have st.ill had a sort 
of consciousness of the mode in which the forms in their 
language were generated, which consciousness has been 
lost by U8. In fact, Mr. Bopp himself (~ 500) declares, that 
he must attribute a pronominal origin to what are usually 
termed "the copulative vowels E and 0" in verbs, such 88 

4>ep-o-JISI (which we rather divide thus, 4>ep-O/N'"W, 4>ep-E-Te) ; 
but we cannot agree with him in his further deductions, and 
rather side with the Indian grammarians, who regard the 
vowel a in the ending am (om, on) as a part of the pronoun. 
Even Mr. Bopp himself, in a note to § 437, p. 268, remarks: 
"Although we have divided above db'ar-a-m, just as we 
did 14>ep-o-v, yet, we must observe, that, according to the 
Indian grammarians. the full ending of the first person sin
gular of the secondary forms [we rather call them primary, 
because they were first in use] is not m, but am. The end
ing am, indeed, is also found in verbs where the letter a 
cannot be regarded as the characteristic vowel of the class 
to which the verb belongs; as from i, to go, we do not form 
di-m, I went, but dy' -am. and the Sanscrit dstr~av-am, plur. 
dst'0uma, is found together with the Greek fUT6pWV, EUTOP
IIV/UV. But., inasmuch as the second person singular is 
expressed in the Sanscrit by the letter s only, and the third 
by t, and as, for instance, the Sanscrit dstr-no-s, astr-nd-' 
corresponds to the Greek EUTOpW[~], eUTop1lii[T]. we may con
clude from this, as well as from the fact that in the Greek, 
also, the first person is simply expressed by v, that the letter 
a in dstf'.'avam is an inorganical admixture from the first 
principal conjugation, even as in Greek EUTOPIlVOJI would 
correspond to EUTOpW-V." Instead of having recourse in 
Sanscrit to ·an inorganical formation, we prefer to look 
upon this formation as organic, by showing that EUTOpllVll is, 
indeed, a contraction of ap., av, and that 0 in ov has been 
weakened from this, and that the contraction of va into jj 

is not of such rare occurrence in Greek; as we have seen 
b '"",' .""' .. , ,,' , ,," kI,"fro a ove, as ou."va~, ou."lJ'i;; a7l'0",,,,VQ4W, a'lrO"""VCT£JJ; ~~ In 

04>pvafl, t/,e eyebrows. 
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From these considerations, we think, it is made clear that 
Mr. Bopp is wrong in regarding the suffix am as a blunted 
secondary formation of ami, ap.£ i for it is much rather a 
primary formation, existing before the present tense, which 
tenst', from real:lons of common sense only, must be regarded 
as of a later origin, since it doea not express a completed 
fact, bot one which is in the process of completion, and 
inasmuch, as, in the Slavonic language, it is absolutely used 
in the place of the future. - Conf. Prof. Bopp's Verbalism, 
III. p. 98. 

On page 259, ~ 431, Mr. Bopp, says: "The double form of 
the personal endings is shown in the Latin also by the cir
cumstance that wherever there was originally the fuller 
ending mi, this was entirely dropped, with the single excep
tion of sum and inquam; while the original final", has been 
preserved throughout i"thus, we find amo, am abo, but amabam, " 
eram, sim, amem, as in the Sanscrit d-b'avam and rf sam, I 
was, sydm, I may be, kdmdyeyam, I may love." We must 
emphatically declare ourselves against this statement of Mr. 
Bopp, which, starting with him, has been adopted by all 
grammarians, that, namely, in Latin, with the single excep
tion of sum .and inquam, the suffix of the first pe1'lilon has 
been dropped. We are, on the contrary, of the opinion, 
1, that the ending mi which Mr. Bopp most probably 
regardil as a shortened form of ma, and which latter form we 
moreover hold to be a metathesis of am, om, em, im~ never 
existed in this language, and, as a general thing, was 
developed only in the Sanscrit and the Zend, after they had 
separated from the other members of the Arian family i 
2, that not the entire suffix, but only the final m of the sof
fix om, had become lost, after it had first become nasalized! 
and had gradually been pronounced more and more indis
tinctly. This suffix was originally am, as ill inquam (inqua. 
am), alld it lost the letter m about the same time, as the 
unsuffixed pronoun ego, which originally sounded allam, 
axam, akam, agam, egam, egom. If Mr. Bopp'tI supposition 
w~re right, and if the letter 0 or the first person were 
nothing else than a copulative letter, it would seem inexpli-
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cable to us how this copulative letter should have remained 
stereotyped, as it were, in the first person singular and 
plural, in four members of the Indo-European family, the 
Latin, Greek, Lithuanian and Slavonic, and should therein 
manifest a marked difference from the other persons of the 
verb. The history of the formations of the verb proves 
clearly that this letter 0 is the last remnant of the pronomi
nal suffix of the first person. The plural alone of the Greek 
"Aky-op.&, A.e.y-o~, (leg-omen, leg-omes), the Latin volumlU 
for volomos, quaesumus for quaeso1ltOs, &c., and the Slavonic 
and Lithuanian forms fU!!((Y)(!t, plur. nesoxomu[s], we bore; 
raud-aju, plur. raud-ojome[s], shows that this letter has been 
weakened from the nasalized om, on; um, un, and that the 
letter m was originally pronounced full, - and we need no 
other evidence. It is not our intention to call the Messrs. 
Ritschl and Fleckeisen to account for rejecting the forms 
dicom, faciom, incipissom, suhigitom, videom, which occur in 
some of the manuscripts of Plautus, because, as they say, 
none of the old grammarians seem acquainted with any 
such forms in the singular. At all events these forms are 
not mere errors in writing, since we -cannot conceive bow 
the copyist, by a mere mistake, should have, in more places 
than one, written down these endings, unless he had still 
some sort of indistinct recollection of them, or was made 
familiar with them by written traditions and documents 
which are now lost to us. It by no means appears strange, 
that, while the letter m disappeared in the present tense, it 
should still have continued in eram, amabam, monebam, lege
bam, nequibam, ibam; for, inasmuch as the letter a, in these 
endings, was· lIot weakened into 0, its connection with the 
personal pronoun ego, in its later form, was completely lost 
sight of by the people: while, in the present tense, wbere 
this connection still remained visible, the form of the suffix 
was accommodated to that of ego in its more modern garb. 
The Lithuanian, however, proves that u or 0, um or om, 
were originally am; for, while, in the singular, a was ob
scured into tt, and the letter m dropped, in the plural the 
vowel a is still preserved, and the letter m retained, because 
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followed by a vowel j all, sing. wtzu, plur. weZame, we carry. 
The same thing we find in the Gothic present tenl!e, where 
the letter m has bepn preserved in the first person plural, 
becau8e a whole syllable had been dropped after it., while, 
ill the singular, this same letter m of the suffix am, was 
fir!lt nasalized, and afterwards given up entirely j just as in. 
the Grtlek, where the letter IJ. was dropped in the singular 
of the active voice, as in ETlI'I/ra, while it was retained in 
the plural and in the middle, or else was partly changed 
into II j as in bVtaJ,£ev, ~TvtaJ,£aJ,£, &vt&J,£aIl, &V\fraW'IlI; 
e4>~ap·aJ.£, ~4>~ap.all, or a = 1J, E4>~ap-'TJII. A similar ehange . 
of the letter a of the suffix am, which sounded like a. in far, 
into the long English a in fate, we notice in the Armenian 
and Albanian j and the addition of the suffix am or em to 
the vowel of the root, with which it coalesced into one long 
vowel, we find to some extent in the Gothic and Old-Saxon 
among the Germanic tongues, and likewise in the Persian, 
Armenian, and Albanian. 

Mr. Bopp says (~ 434, p. 261): "At all events the ending 
J,£a~ of the middle and passive voices, which [in Greek} is 
commeln to all clal!ses of verbs, shows that they all had orig
inally the ending J,£~ in the active voice. As regards the 
general preservation of the character of the first person in 
all forms of the middle and passive voices, the Greek has 
an immense advantage over its Asiatic sisters. which in the 
singular of the middle, both in the primary and the second
ary forms have lost the m. In the same manner, therefore, 
in which from the Sanscrit b'dr-dmi, we, as it were, restore the 
Greek 4>ept», so also from the Greek #.poJ,£a" we trace back 
the blunted Sanscrit form b'dr~ to its ~riginat form b'dr-a· 
me or b'dr-a-me." Even if we grant that the two members 
of the Arian family, the Sanscrit and the Zend, had this 
complete ending in the middle voice, after the ending of the 
first person singular in the active voice, but that, in the 
course of time am had become mi, we need not, on tbis 
account, assume the same of the Greek. On the contrary, 
in the Greek, as well as in the Lithuanian and the Slavonic, 
the suffix was shortened into mi only in a small number of 
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verbs. The ending JIO-£, in GreeJi;, may be explained in two 
ways; either the letter m of the first person in the active 
voice, by imitation of the second and third persons (Tal. and 
Ta£, which were themselves expanded from (T£ and T£, was 
formt:d into JIO-£; or else, since the passive voice is by no 
means one of the oldest formations, thf!. passive coding of 
the fir8t person singular of all verbs, by imitation. of the 
ending of the first and second persons, was formed from the 
shortened suffix P', which had already been introduced in a 
small number of verbs. III the Sanscrit and Zend this short
ened form did not become general until after their separation 
from the rest of the members of the Arian family, and in the 
Greek, Lithuanian, and Slavo'1!c, it was confined to a small 
uumber of verbs, while in the Latin, Gothic, High German, 
Old Saxon, Persian, Albanian, and Armenian, not a single 
trace of this sec,?odary form of the active voice, and still Jess 
of that of the pas!iive voice, can be found. It can be proved, 
however, that all these languages in the beginning in the 
first person of the present tense had the ending am, um, ea, 
(im) ; and their present tenses, therefore, appear formed of a 
portion of that suffix, which we claim to have been common 
to all. 

We agree perfectly with Mr. Bopp in § 477, pp. 324, 325, 
where he explains the Latin r of the passive voice by the 
reflexive s; for this r is certainly identical with s, and also, in 
the remaining idioms of the Arian family it serves to express 
the passive voice. In the neighboring Semitic family, even 
in the Hebrew (Niphal conj.' Chaldee, Syriac, Arabic, Ethi· 
opic, the reflexive relation is the bridge by which we pass 
over into the passive,voice).1 We have to repeat, however, 
our objections to Mr. Bopp's explanation of the second per· 

1 In case it is true, aud we are very much inclined to believe it, thllt the Indo· 
European langnages, together with the Semitic, originally fonned one primitiYe 
language, the fact thot nil tbe Semitic, and a part of the Indo-European laD· 
gUI\gCS, use the snme letters, in all penons, to represenl the reflexive relatioD, 
would go very far towards proving the priority of this mode of expressing the 
reflexive relation to thllt mode by which the I'cflexive form is strengthened, in 
the several persons, by the distinctive words for each person; for this latter (orm 
evidently belongs to a later stage of development. 
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son plural, which we have raised in our work already 
referred to.1 In order to leave the mind of the reader unbi
assed, we extract from Mr. Bopp's work the article in ques· 
tion: 

" It is easy to see that the second persoll plural bears no 
relation whatever to the remaining persons of the passive 
voice; but it is entirely owing to the circumstance that the 
former cultivators of grammar did not trouble themselves at 
all about the rationale of linguistic phenomena, and, that t.he 
relationship which exists between the Latin and Greek lan
guages was not studied in a truly scientific and systematic 
manner, that the form amamini so long occupied its place 
among the paradigms, without anybody's asking whence it 
came and how it origina~ed? I think I was the first to raise 
this question in my Conjugation system (Frankfort a. M., 
1816, p. 105, ft), and I repeat here confidently the explana
tion whi~h I there made, that amamini is a participle of the 

. passive voice in the masculine nominative plural i thus, that 
amamini stands for amamini estis, as in the Greek TeTVP.,."EJlOt 

elcrL The Latin suffix is minu-s, which corresponds to the 
Greek J.'Wo<; and the Sanscrit mdna-s. But inasm uch as 
these .ciples, as such, passed entirely out of use in the 
Latin, and only remained in the second person plural, in a 
state of petrifaction, as it were, they assumed in common 
language the character of a personal form, and as their 
nature of a noun was no longer recognized, the distinction 
of the genders, also, was no longer observed in them, and 
the addition of eslis was discontinued. It may be proper to 
allude here to a similar process in Sanscrit.. In this lan
guage, ddtd (from the root ddtdr-), for instance, properly sig
nifying daturus, is used in the sense of daturus e.t, without 
taking into consideration the genders j it is thus likewise used 
for datura and daturum est, although this form, which is also 
equivalent to the Latin nomen agenti., in tor, is provided. 
with the feminine ending in tn (Lat. tn-c- § 119), and a 
female who gives is in Sanscrit just as little called ddtd as 

I "Latin Pronnnciation and the Laun Alphabe~" 
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dator in Latin. 'In the plural, moreover, ddtaras, when used 
as a noun, signifies givers, but when used as a verb, they will 
give, in all genders; the same is the case with the plural 
form ddtdrdu. The Sanscrit use of this form is still more 
remarkable ·than the Latin, because, in the former language 
data, ddtdrdu, ddtaras are still used as substantives. It is, 
then, entirely owing to the 'circumstance of the language, 
in its existing state, being no longer able to dispose of these 
forms in the sense of fut.ure participles, that in data, daUnf., 
d(Udras, where they signify dabit, dabunt, the conscionsnes.!1 
of their adjective nature and their power of expressing the 
different genders was lost, and that the character of common 
verbal persons was assumed by them." 
. In order to be impartial, we must, moreover, state what 
Mr. Bopp adduces in favor of the existence of these pa.rti
ciple!! in JJatin. On pp. 326, 327 he continues: '~But to 
return to amamini, the reviewer of my Conjugation system 
in the Jenaer Litteraturzeitung (G. F. Grotefend, if I am 
not mistaken) supports this explanation by the forms altifll-o 
nus, Vertumnus, which evidently belong to this particular 
formation of the participle, but in which the letter i bas been 
lost. This letter was preserved in terminus, wbich8lr. Lisch 
very. properly, as it seems to me, explains, that which Aas 
been crossed, from the Sanscrit tar. Fe-mina, she who beaN, 
consequently in the middle voice [conf. 01 'YEWap.EIIOL, pareftts, 
in Herodotus], which is likewise adduced by Mr. Liscb, I bad 
previously regarded' as a kindred formation; its root isjl, 
from which are ahm derivedjetus,jetura,jecundus. In addi
tion to these, gemini (those who have been born at the same 
·time, from the root gen), which is in the place of genmini, 
genimini, may be taken into consideration [we obje~t to tbis; 
for by this explanation there would be wanting in tbis word 
two essential points which are inherent in the idea" twins," 
vjz. that of duality, and that of being born at the same 
time]." 

Thill theory of Mr. Bopp, endorsed by learned men, such 
as Grotefend, was received in the grammars without scarcely 
meeting witb any resistance whatever. But as regards Mr. I 

I 
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Bopp's assertion that the proceeding in the Sanscrit lan
guage is much more remarkable, than that advocated by 
himself, we, and very probably many of our readers, cannot 
agree with him; for in the SaDBerit, we only need to supply 
est and sunt, but in the Latin, according to Mr. Bopp's idea, 
estis, sitis (eratis, essetis), este, or estote and, moreover, five 
participles for various tenses and moods in which no parti
ciple has ever existed in any language; thus leg-iminu-s, 
leg-imini estis; leg-aminu-s, leg-amini sitis; leg-ebaminu-s, 
leg-ebamini eslis; l.eg-ereminu-s leg-eremini sitis; leg-iminu-s 
legimini este, estote, which is a linguistic absurdity. 

AiJ, for the reasons here given, we cannot embrace Mr. 
Bopp's theory, we must endeavor to supply a better one, 
and for this purpose, as is done by Mr. Bopp himself, we 
undertake to ascend into the ante-historical ages, and to 
vindicate, if possible, to this form also a reflexive character. 
As we look upon the imperative mood as the oldest form 
next to the aorist, and are confirmed in this belief by the 
consideration that the form most immediately required by 
language, after it had given birth to the aorist, which 
expressed a fact, act, or phenomenon completed, was that by 
which the repetition of such an act or fact was demanded, so 
also in the present case we start with the imperative mood. 
The oldest form of this mood in the passive voice was imi
nor, which originally consisted of imin and os or or. It is 
true that the genuineness of this ending has been disputed 
lately j but we have seen in the case of the ending om of 
the first person singular, how very ready even our best schol
ars are to throw anything away, on the plea of its being a 
slip of the pen, that doel! not agree with their own ideas. 
It is a well-known principle in hermeneutics, in case we 
have to choose between two readings, to select the more 
difficult or rarer as the genuine one j for the copyist may, 
indeed, be supposed to have changed a more difficult or 
Tarer reading into an easier one, but not vice vena. The 
original os or or, like s in general, was gradually pronounced 
more and more indistinctly, until at last it vanished alto
gether, when the consciousness of its origin and ita. meaning 
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had become lost among the people; indeed, on account of its 
ending in 0, it was then even wrongly employed in the singu
lar, while in the plural it was changed into i. AC'.cording to 
our view the endi ng iminos or iminor is the original complete 
form, composed of imin and os. [min is the Sanscrit accu
sative yusman; the letter s, in this word was early assimi
lated in the Greek to the following p., and the consonantal 
y either passed over into the aspirate, or it vanished altogether 
uJl-p.er;, acc. IIp.p.ar; for uJl-p.av[r;] ; in Latin, where this prononn 
was used as a suffix, y disappeared entirely and the letter p. 
was not doubled, of which we find analogous cases in other 
old Latin words; a, in the syllable an, was changed into i, be
cause it was not sustained by the accent, and it gave up ttre 
letter n to the following syllable os, commencing with a vow
el j 'U, in the penult was weakened in the Greek into v, and in 
the Latin into i; the connecting vowel 0 is the same as u in 
legit-'U-r, and e in the Umbrian, but s or ,. is t.he genuine 
reflexive sign. This letter, however, either disappeared in 
the way above-mentioned, and 0 was weakened into i, or it 
went through the same changes as the genitive singular and 
the nominative plural of the 0 declension j that is, it first 
became oi, afterwards oe, and finally, i, (compare our work 
on Latin pronunciation, p. 115). The ending iminor corres
ponds exactly to the Greek vpllr; aVroVr;, and it is the only 
relic of the strengthened reflexive form in the Latin. 

Mr. Bopp says, (~515) : " If the question is raised, whether 
the Sanscrit from ancient times has made use of its three 
past t.enses without any syntactical distinction whatever, and 
whether it uselessly expended its creative powers in their 
production; or whether, in the course of time, the more 
refined distinctions of their significations were lost sight of 
in popular usage, it seems to me, it ought to be decided in 
favor of the latter; for even, as the forms in language were 
gradually worn away and blunted, so also their significa
tions were subject to a wearing away and blunting." 

In this remark there are two points in which we are at 
is!!ue with Mr. Bopp. First, he seems to suppose that the 
different forms for the expression of the past tense arose 
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simultaneously; secondly, that these three forms originally 
represented various modifications or shades of t.he past tense, 
which, in the course of time, were lost by a sort of process 
of degeneracy or wearing away, and that this is proved by 
the indiscriminate use made of these forms in the Sanscrii 
writings which we now possess. We are, on the contrary, 
of the opinion that these three forms arose at different times, 
and that each new form, at its rise, did not completely crowd 
out the former one, as may be seen in the case of the so
called first and second aorists in Greek. In this language, 
moreover, the strong or old aorist still partly coincided in its 
form, or at least in its use, with the imperfect tense; for we 
find the imperfect tense tMyOJJ of >JryOJ, t!f»1JJ of !f»1p.t, and 
also e/3oa, aJJEfJoa of /3oao" aJJa/3oao, and NEW of elf" more fre
quently used in the sense of the aorist, than of the imperfect 
tense. The so-called second perfect was certainly nothing 
else originally than another form of the strong or old aorist, 
and at one time was employed in the place of the aorist, 
and at another or later time in that of the perfect tense. 
According to our opinion, the act of fixing the different 
shades in the meaning of the past tenses supposes a state 
of mental majority, which can only exist in the manhood, 
and not in the childhood, of a nation; but it is not by any 
means necessary that each people should have reached the 
culminating point of mental cultivation in every direction. 
So the Latin remained behind the Greek in the development 
of the verb, inasmuch as it has no separate forms for the 
aorist and the perfect tense, and although it has one more 

. case in the declension of the nouns than the latter, it still 
expresses coming from and being in a place by the same 
form; as venit Carthaginej vixit Cartkagine. It is, there
fore, not at all improbable that the Sanstlrit should have 
remained behind both these languages, and should never 
have arrived at the same degree of logical precision; espeei
ally since it is an established fact that it has never succeeded 
in developing the pluperfect tense. 

Mr. Hopp says further, (~ 516, p. 389): "It may be said 
. that language, in the aorist, rids itself of the guM and 

67· 
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other characteristics of class for this reason only, because, 
in its anxiety to report facts, it has no time to pronounce 
them; as in the Sanscrit, in the second person of the im
perative mood, on account of the hurry in which Ii com
mand is given, the lighter verbal form is employed, and we 
thus find in the second person vid4£, know thou, yo~ngd'l, 
unite thou, while in the third person we have vet'-tu, let ki1R 
know, yoondktu, let him unite. This species of aorist, which 
has just been mentioned, is, however, comparatively rare 
both in Sanscrit and in Greek, and the giving up of the 
characteristics of class in both languages is not confined to 
the aorist; besides, more letters are usua11y found in the 
aorist than in the imperfect tense; compare, for instanee, 
adidam = lBe£Ea. with the imperfect tense, ddis'am, whicb is 
exactly like the above-mentioned aorist. The sibilant of 
the first aorist, also, cannot be regarded, in my view, as that 
particular element of sound to which this tense owes its 
peculiar signification, since this letter occurs likewise in 
several other forms, the meaning of which is in no wise 
connected with that of the aorist." As regards the first 
statement of Mr. Bopp, to which he himself does not seem 
to attach much weight, he cannot expect us to agree with 
him, since there is certainly no necessity at all why people, 
in their anxiety to report a fact, should not have had the 
time, or should not have taken tbe time, to pronounce a long 
v-owel or a diphthong instead of a short vowel. With 
respect to the length or shortness of the original roots tbil! 
is a subject which, at the present day, can no longer be 
decided with any certainty. However, this much it seems 
to us may be established beyond any doubt: that the roots 
were originally monosyllabic; therefore, any form which 
consists of more than one syllable may be at once pot 
down as a later formation. Thus, 011 comparing ddadam or 
E'8t&'V with dddm or ~&'V, the latter would naturally have to 
be regarded as the older form; so that there is no reason 
why we should suppose with Mr. Bopp (p. 389), that, in 
the formation of the second aoriflt, the g-una and other char
acteristics of class were dropped, if they had not even 
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existed at that time. As regards the fact that in Sanscrit 
db'aram., and in Greek lMyOJl, together with Odadam and ~lry
I'OJU/u}'II and eNi,.,,{3avo'll are designated as imperfect tenses, 
this only proves the arbitrary mode of proceeding of the 
grammarians, since it is very plain that the two former 
words belong to an earlier stage of development of the 
language, while the longer forms were produced subse
quently. In those cases where the monosyllabic root had a 
long vowel or a diphthong, we find it quite natural t.hat the 
long vowel of tbe original root, when anotber syllable was 
prefixed to it (for instance, when the first two letters of the 
root were reduplicated), should have been weakened and 
shortened, since in tbis case it wall deprived of the accent. 
Tbis weakening, however, did not always take place, but 
80metimes the accent was simply shifted to the prefix, as 
may be seen from the following examples, where we regard 
the so·called secood perfects as originally identical with tbe 
strong (second) aorist: as, "A.~e (the original form then), 
).£Ml:re, AeM'::re, tM.'::te, 'M'::te. On the other hand the follow
ing forms were used simultaneously: .J1paPOII, d.pdpa, li.(WIpa, 
t/JeUye, 'Tf'EtPwYe, 7rEMet It/>vye, which forms were subsequently 
employed to express various shades of the past.1 Com
pare also the Doric "A.tiIc-eQJ, louie "A.1JIC-E6>, the Attic sibilated 
MuIC6>, Ae"A.iixD. for M~"'" aorist ~II. The long syllable 
occurs even in the aorist, e. g. in '1I'f..trX"YYOJl (f'Tf'X"YYOII, 'Tf'''A.;ryOJl). 
A similar weakening of the vowels, as is well known, haa 
taken place in the Latin, where a passed over into e and i, 
e. g. cap-, cap-it, con' cilJ-it, coo cep-tum, which subsequently 
became con-cep'tum,fall-it,fe'jell-it; the cause of this weak
ening was that the accent was first placed on the prefix, 
and aftt'rwards settled down upon the root. 
I Mr. Bopp first advanced in his Conjugation system the 

1 In the (onn! 13~3-oICII and A;-Ir-oxII for AmoxII, whieh are foond together 
with n.,Us and fi'yfl'YOII, we recognize remnants of the same original .06b:, 
which we have found in Baolt& (/U-.u:II), ra"u (lbl-IIIICII). ~ICII ('-IIIICII), viz..w., 
Ale",,; in the .bove words this suffix pa8led over into Oltlll', a8 in the Old Sla
Tonic, instead of the later fonn ryop., 1,,(0", ry/II 0 most be regarded as the fint 
weakening of a, and f as the seco\ld. 
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idea, which he repeats in the present work, § 526--528, pp. 
404--406, and which seems to us perfect.ly correct, that the 
Latin, in addition to the root as (es), which was employed 
also by other m.embers of the Arian family in the formation 
of their tenses, also made use of the Sanscrit verb bku, 4>v. 
ju., wherein it was followed by the Irish dialect of the Gaelic 
idiom; as, meal/a-m, meal-f&- (which we would rather 
divide thus: meal-f-am, for meal-fi-am), or mealja-lI&aid, or 
mealja-maoid, we shall deceive, meal-faidhe, you will deceive. 
meal-faid, t/lllY will deceive, meal-faw, thou wilt deceive, meal
jai-dh, he will deceive. The circumstance that the Latin baTl& 
expresses the past, but the Irish Jam the future, Mr. Bopp 
continues, ought not to prevent our regarding tbese two 
forms as identical in their origin. We are troubled mucb 
less by this circumstance than Mr. Bopp himself, since we 
regard not merely the letter m, but als.o am as the suffix of 
the first persoll sing'ular and plural. The proper form of the 
Irish suffix ought to be flam or biam, since in its isolated 
position biadlme signifies I shall be (literally it will be me), 
biadmaoid, we shall be, where the character of the third per
son singular has amalgamated with the root. The ex
ponent of the future relation in these forms, Mr. Bopp goes 
on to say, is the vowel i, with which may be compared the 
Latin i in amabis, amabit, and also in eru. erit, etc. We 
object to this view, for we think that the future relation is 
expressed by the root Mu, <pv,Ju itself, which not only signi
fi~s the state of having become, ?TEc/>VICEvat., or of being, but 
also the act oj becoming,jio, t/>Ix". This idE'a of becoming is 
contained both ill the imperfect tense and in the future; for 
the very name of the imperfect tense implies that it de
scribes an imperfect action, or one which is in progress, or is 
becoming, that is, ODe which is not yet completed when 
another action takes place. The idea of the past, however, 
which is 110t contained in that of becoming, was furnished 
to the imperfect tense by the predicate of the primary 
clause, and in case the imperfect ten!le was employed in the 
primary clause itself, this idea could be supplied to it from 
the context, as is done with the present itself in a clause 
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introduced by the conjunction dum, when concomitant to 
the predicate in a past tense. The application of the word 
becoming in the formation of these two tenses is very ap
propriate, as all existence is a continual becoming, or a con-' 
tinual repetition of the same act. In the Latin, ah;o, we 
find the ending esco, which signifies to become, employed 
in the formation of the future; as superescit for sllpererit, in 
Ennius. According to our view, ero did not originally have 
an exclusive signification of the future, as little as the Greek 
luoJUL" ~SOJUL" 'TT'tOJUL" but it is an original form of the present 
tense, esom, som, sum, where the letter m was at first pro
nounced indistinctly, and at last was dropped entirely, 
while s, between two vowels, became r. The fact that 
the future, which originally was expressed by the present 
tense, gave rise to the idea of becoming, or coming into a 
state of existence, is proved by the later German, where 
the future ich werde gehen means literally I a'm becoming to 
go, or, I am coming into a state of going. This idea of be
coming, in German, was even transferred to the present and 
imperfect tenses of the passive voice, where ich werde, or ich 
1IJUrde gelehrt signifies I am becoming, or I was becoming 
taught; ich bin, ich war gelehrt worden; I have become, I had; 
become taught. 

Mr. Bopp (~ 527) justly regards as strange the long e in 
ebam of the third and fourth conjugations, leg-ebam and 
i.e-bam, and together with Ag. Benary he explained it form
erly (in the Berliner Jallrbucl,er for 1838, p. 13) as an amal
gamation of the class-vowel with the augment. Without 
entirely abandoning his former view, he seems now more, 
inclined to the opinion that the only purpose for which the 
class-vowel wa:'! lengthened in these forms was to enable it 
to bear the burden of the suffixed substantive verb, and thus 
to give more strength to the theme of the principal verb. 

We do not think that the assumption of an augment ill 
order to explain the long i! of the imperfect tense can at all 
be justified, since there is not a single instance on record 
where the reduplication in Latin was weakened into an 
augment; we very readily admit, however, that the imper-
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feet and future tenses of the third and fourth conjugations, 
in their formation, may have conformed in an inorganic 
manner with these tenses in the second conjugation. In 
the third conjugation this is chiefly limited to the imperfect 
tense, but in t.he fourth conjugation we often meet with the 
ending bo, instead of am; as seibo, aperibor, instead of 
sciam, aperiar. The vowel i, in the fourth conjugation, was 
Ql'iginally long; for, like a, in the first conjugation (and 
sometimes even e in the second), it arose from the diph· 
thong ay, which signifies a making. This suffix ay was not 
only contracted into a long a (a infalher) in the first conju. 
gation, and into a long e (ey in they) in the second conjuga. 
tion, but, t.hrough the mediation of the diphthong ei (ei in 
height), into \Vhich ai or ay had been obscured, it likewise 
passed over into a long i (i in machine). This long i, when 
followed by a. vowel, became short, a8 in audio, but when 
followed by a consonant, it preserved its long character, as 
in scibo, where the ending bo was appended immediately to 
the stem or suffix i, and also in a few imperfect tenses, as in 
vestibam, largibar"for vestiebam,IOH'giebmr, unless we prefer to 
regard scibo as a contraction of scUbo, and vestibam of vu· 
tWbam; in the majority of cases, however, in the formation 
of the imperfect tense of the fourth conjugation the analogy 
of the third conjugation was followed where the vowel e in 
ebam had been lengthened in an inorganic manner, by anal· 
ogy with the imperfect tense of the second conjugation. 

For those who are not satisfied with this explanation, we 
have still a third one to offer of our own. The long e be
lore bam is neither an augment which coalesced with the 
final vowel of the stem into a long e, nor is it an inorganic 
imitation of the second conjugation, but it arose from the 
diphthong ei, the vowel i of which had been developed 
from s before the labial b (as before the labial 'In in eipJ); 
so that the diphthong ei takes the place of the substantive 
verb es, to be, or being. Amabam, consequently, arose in the 
following manner: am-ay-es.hall£, amd-esbam, amii-esbam, 
amd·eibam, amii-i'bam, amdbam, and, when translated liter. 
ally, it signifies: bam, 1 was becoming; es, one being; ar, 
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making, am, love: mane-esbam, mone-eibam, mone-e-bam, 
monebam, I was becoming one being reminding; leg-esbam, 
leg-eibam, leg-ebam, I was be~oming one who was reading; 
audi-ebam, I was becoming one who was hearing; ama-esbo, 
ama-ewo, ama-ebo, amdbo, I am becoming one beIng [ot'ing. 
The letter s in other places also passed over into i (cf. our 
work on Latin PronU'IICiation, p. 80), as in the GrE'ek, be
fore the labial p., el,.u, el,uv for eup.~ lu,uv. The combina
tion of two auxiliaries, as in es-bam, we also find ill the 
third person plural of the perfect tenses ending in si, as 
clau[dJ-s-erunt, where s is universally admitted to be the 
substantive verb, and erunt for en&nt is a Aurviving f('rm of the 
original present tense; and, in catle Mr. Bopp is right, which 
we do not think,/uvi instead of lu.fu--'Di,fului,luvi,lui, is a 
compound of itself as a verb, and itself as a suffix. No 
doubt the suffix of the perfect subjunctive is all:lo a double 
composition of the substantive verb, scrip-s.erim for scrip-s
esim, or scrip-si-rim or sim, just as ausim is instead of auds· 
aim. We do not hesitate to regard the future bo as having 
descended from bom, bam, and thus consider it as originally 
identical with the suffix of the imperfect tense. It is our 
opinion that the formation of the imperfect tense is older 
than that of the future, since the function of the future 
tense was originally al~o performed by the present tense, 
and on account of the close connection between these two 
tenses, the ending am of the future tense was changrd into 
om, 0, as in the present tentle, both of which followed in this 
particular the later form egom, ego. 

Mr. Bopp (§§666--l)68, pp. 4ao-437), tracing the perfect· 
ending vi (ui) to the substantive verb juo, can indeed sup· 
port his theory by the formation of the imperfect and future 
tensel'l, which is admitted by us; still, by so doing he merely 
establishes the possibility of sucb a formation, but nothing 
more. Several objections have been raiHed againtlt this 
theory. First of all it has been justly observed by the 
opponents of this view that, whether we derive the suffix: ." 
or If from the letters I or If of the root 100, ~Vro, thitl verb 
cannot be pretended to express an accomplished fact or , 
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state; moreover, in the above two tenses, though they are 
compounded of the Sanscrit bhu or Latin foo, this verb 
rather expresses becoming than being. The oldest form of 
this perfect tense, also, is notfui, butfuvi, and thus it ap
pears provided with the very same suffix which Mr. Bopp 
endeavors to explain by means of itself. We are, therefore, 
compelled by these considerations to endeavor to find ao
other explanation of this form. 

In eight members of the Arian family there are more or 
Jess traces of a form of the perfect tense, which, with the 
help of Mr. Bopp, we shall endeavor to examine more 
closely. In the Sanscrit there is still preserved in the parti
ciple of the reduplicated perfect tense a certain suffix \vhicb 
expresses a being endowed or furnished with something. 
This suffix appears in three degrees as regards strengtb, 
vans,vat,us' (=oosh), and of us' oroosh, which is the weakest 
of all, is formed the feminine us'i (= ooshee). The shortest 
form oosh, according to Mr. Bopp (§ 788) is found in a 
single instance in the Gothic tongue, in b8rusj(js, the pare'l&ts; 
in all other instances this form of the participle has been 
lost in this language (we should like to compare with this 
form the expression O£ 'YEwap.€lIO£ in Herodotus, instead of 
O£ 'Yovew). In the Old Prussian, also, some forms are found 
which appear connected with this original perfect form (cf. 
Bopp, § 787); at! murrawtmS, having murmured, klantifDNtU, 
having cursed. The vowel 1.1, in wuns,just as in the ordinary 
form uns, and also the vowels 0 and a in Qn8 and ans, which 
latter vowel, when after a consonant, is equivalent to e in 
the Lithuanian ens, have become, according to Mr. Bapp, 
weakened of a, which was originally d. This participle is 
generally used in the Old Prussian as a circumlocution of 
the perfect indicative; as, asmai m'llllT'awuns bke klafllitDteIU, 
ye have murmured and cwrsed. The future, also, whioh is 
wanting in the Old Prussian, is always expl't".ssed by the 
auxiliary to become, and the participle of the perfect tense ; 
as, madliti, tyt wirstai iou, immusis (where the vowel u of the 
plural form usis is organic, Rl).d identical with the Sanscrit 
'" of that stem which is used in the weakest cases, aDd also 
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in the feminine fU, it is also ident.ical with the letter" in 
the corresponding Lithuanian forms~ laukiti tyt wirstai iou8 
GUpallWlil, prag, then you, tDia toke (literally, tien you, become 
Aaving taken), seek, then gmt. will jifUi (strictly, ""ving found). 
The weakest form of the Sanscrit suffix of the participle 
likewise appears in the Lithuanian in the oblique cases of 
the masculine, yet with the inorganic addition of ia. The 
nominative case, SUktt~8, as regards its termination, is based 
upon the strong Sanscrit theme vdns; the letter s in 8Uke~s 
remains in the nominative and vocative cases, while in the 
Sanscrit, in both these cases, the sign of the nominative 
case, as well as the final consonant, is dropped, for it does 
not tolerate two consonants at the end of a word i as mnu,l. 

vl-'n: for nwudvdns, in the vocative case ronulvati. In the 
&end, according to Mr. Bopp, § 787, the letter 8 of the nom
inative case is changed into 0, as dad:vdo, kaving created, !rid. 
vdo, knowing (6l&lJ<;). In the weakened cases, as well at! 
before the feminine character i, like the Banscrit suffix it 
is contracted into us'. 

With the form vft, of which, in the Sanstrit, are formed 
tbe middle cases of the perfect participle, as has been cor
rectly stated by Mr. Bopp, § 789, the Greek 0'1' is connected, 
in which the primitive accentuation hao been preserved, hut 
the digamma giveu up, which, as a gen£'ral thing, is rejected 
in the middle of words, especially in the suffix EVT, which 
corresponds to the Sanscrit vant of the strong cases. As, 
therefore, ap/1r6Nkvr compares with the Sanscrit forms, such 
as d'ana-vant, endowed with rickes, so al.t!o TeTv</>( F)O'I' com· 
pares with tetupvat (we would rather say TET"InT FO'I'), witb 
which latter form, moreover, agrees the neuter form TETV~ 
in the Dominative, accusative, and vocative cases. Tbe 
feminine form in via, which is a mutilated form of VUt4 

(ouia, OO"[y]a), cOlUsponds with the Saoscrit tutupu's'i. We 
here add that in the Sanscrit the simple (strong) aorists, or 
imperfect tenses in t.he participle, were represented by the 
reduplicating aorist or the perfect tense, while in the Greek 
they went further, and employed the suffix l1ans in two 
forms,-vd''1is (vd's), and l1d'., in both of which tbe suffixed 
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syllable received the accent, and the form v41is was after
wards employed to express the strict idea of the perfect 
tense, and the other form vttn to express the aorist. This 
last form was applied both in the case of the reduplicating 
and the non.reduplicating aorists. Between these two forms 
of vans, employed in the Greek, there is still another differ
ence. Although the strongerform v4';':s (Vd'8=~) is made 
use of in the nominative singular of the masculine geoder in 
those forms of the aorist which were afterwards used in the 
sense of the perfect tense, yet in all the oblique cases, and 
also in the nominative singular of the neuter gender, the 
weaker form vdt (O'T) is employed with the aecent upon the 
suffix, while in the strong or second aorists the stronger 
form vant (vont) is preferred throughout in all cases of the 
masculine and neuter gender, with the accent also upon the 
suffix. These two forms, however, again agree in this, that 
both, in the feminine gender, give a preference to a shorter 
form, as in '7I'E'I'I"O£~[ FJ~, '7I'E'1rot~[ Fv][uJia, '7I'E'1rO£~[ F]eX-. and 
'7I'E'1rtl;}[ F]wv [Sanscrit vdn], '7I'E'1rtl;}[ F]oVUQ [Sanscrit fern. lili 
or oosee], '71"E'1rtl;} [ F]ov [Sanscrit vdnJ, Mi[ Flwv, Nz,8[ F]oimI, 
M,8[ FJOII. The same derivation is very justly attributed by 
Mr. Bopp to the ending of the participle in the Slavonic 
perfect, where, indeed, according to him, the tense cor· 
responding to the Sanscrit. and Greek perfect tenses (and to 
the Germanic preterite), has been lost in the indicative 
mood, as has been the case in the Lettie languages, bat 
where, even as in the Lettie idioms, the form of the 
participle has been preserved, which had been generated 
from the perfect tense, before t.hese languages had separated 
from the other members of the Arian stock. The root of 
this suffix in the nominative anti vocative cases of the three 
numbers of the masculine and neuter genders, aDd al~ in 
the accusative case of the dual, is vas' or us', the letter s' of 
which, according to a law in this language, is suppressed in 
those cases of the singular number which do not receive 
any additions (compare Bopp, § 790, p. 156, and Prof. M. 
Rapp's VerbalO1'ganism on the Old Slavonic, Bk. III., p. 
99, if). The original vav of this ending, in the Slayonic as 
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well as in other members of the Arian family (see Bopp, 
§ 822), passed also partly over into the liquid 1; for, in addi
tion to tbis original participle of the active voice, there 
existl5 another participle in the Slavonic language, 11.4, La, 10, 
which, with the auxiliaries, forms compound preterite tenses, 
and which, in the later northern tongues, replaces the entire 
preterite. But we cannot agree with Messrs. Bopp and 
&app,1 who derive thisl from an original d or t, instead of 
from the letter v, which lies much nearer; and we wonder 
that Mr. Bopp, who very properly derives the Latin Buffix 
lent in words such as corpulento, opulent-, vinoiento, somno
leflto, vioiento, temuiento, instead of cO'f'JJUvento, opuvent-, 
temuvento, from the Sanscrit vant, vas, vat, does not recog
nize it in this shortened form of the Slavonic perfect tense, 
where I in the place of )/ is evidently a later change of let
ters, which also occurs in the Georgian language, and where 
the aooent is on the suffix, just as in the Sanscrit and the 
Greek. As regards the v, or digamma, it has disa.ppeared 
from the Greek written language like the consonantal!h and 
is found only in inscriptions and the writings of grammari
ans, yet in a grea.t number of verbal forms, where it has not 
passed over into any other sound, its former existence may 
be inferred with sufficient certainty, so that there no longer 
remains any doubt as to the function of v in the formation 
of the perfect tense. We refer the reader to the examples 
furnished by Dr. Buttmann (§ 97, Obs. 10, and in other 
places), as, fjefjaP"lriw, lCe'"'-4nld,~, lCe,,~, "exapqc:,~, 71'~, 

, ", -1,' ,I. ~ , , !Lt'L __ 
.,e-n"l~, re-r",~, 71'e.,.vaat., 7re.,.vvt.a, "'(f!t'(atUTt. "'(f!t'(aare. O£oaaut, 
/Up.OOut., etc., instead of fJefJap1IFriw, lCe~Friw, 7reifJ6Faa£. 
'Yfl"'(aFaTE, "'(fl"'(aFaa£. jUpU.Faaw. The tI, or digamma, how
ever, has not only been dropped, as in these and many other 
instances, but also makes its appearance again in the form 
of a hard breathing, as in ~U"1T'~pa, Lat. vesper, and therefore 
aspirates the preceding labials and gutturals, as Tbtnra (TET
V'lf'ap. for TETv7r Fap.), T~ 7re7l'pa"'(.Q. ['7rE7rpa'Yap.]. 71'errpaxa. 
In other members of the Arian family also, it may be seen 

1 Professor Moriz Rapp's "Verbal-Orgsnismus der Indo-Europaeisehen 
Sprachen." Stuttgart: 11159. 
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that this h developed from v may be hardened into k or c, 
as in Latin, niv-, niv-s, nie-s, nix: vivo, viv-si, vic-si, vixi; 
eonniv-, conniv-si, connie-si, connixi; ?&aVo, Ags. naca, nacho; 
Sanscr. devara, Age. tacor, Old High Germ. zeihu'r, which 
makes zeihura equivalent to devara. The v of the Gothic 
root qui'va, nominative quiv.s, Sanscr. giDa·s (living) corre· 
sponds to the Anglo-Saxon, directly descending from the 
Gothic, quiek for quikk, and to the High German que.k. At 
all events, the fact that in the Greek language v through ,\ 
passes over into k, and thus that k may replace an original 
v, will not be denied by the learned scholar; and from the 
above examples, which we have extracted from a list of Mr. 
Bopp's (~ 19), it may be clearly seen that this letter k can· 
not be regarded as inorganic. In this manner of forming 
the perfect tense the Greek coincides with the more archaic 
Latin, and the suffix of the perfect tense, which it has in 
common with other members of the Arian family, appears 
in this language not only in the ending lent, which was 
treated of above, and where the letter v is replaced by I (0p
ulent for opuvent, etc.), but it is also mediately or immedi· 
ately added to roots in the formation of adjectives, as vac·, 
vae·i(-i: = ay]-vo·, vos, tJUS, vac·vus, vacltus: noc-i·vus [i = ei 
=ay], noc·vus, nocuus; conspie·vus, conspicuus; perpet-vu8, 
perpetuus; contin·vus, continuus, etc. j also cap·to·, cap·w, 
capti-vus, like the Sanscrit uk·ta-van, in the indicative, sub
junctive, and infinitive moods of the perfect and in the 
future perfect; or it is added to verbal roots in the formation 
of tenses, - that is, preterite, perfect, and pluperfect tenses 
(as in the Slavonic and Sanscrit), where it is either followed 
by the mere pronoun or by the substantive verb,! and where 

, 
, It is trne that the Oscan fonns Mffed. (Illmalta-ffpJ, ailt:rl4-ffld (see Mommsea 

UnteritaliBche Diakde, p. 234). and the Umbrian pilwji, piIw,{ei, Lat. p;a~;; _. 
brefurent, Lat. alllbiverint (see Th. Aufrecht and A. Kirchhoff U,lI.briscne /Jen}.. 

miJIer, Vol. i. p. 144), are adduced in favor of the derivation of this snmX'. from 
1/>6".. filO. But so far from admitting the validity of thelle proofs, on the strength 
of the facts advancl'd above, and seconded hy Mr. Mommsen himaelf, we utterly 
reject the derivation of amaui from amalui, monlli from mont/ui, audir:i from 
audiflli, and hold that the Oscan and UmhriaR f and.lf, in the above words, 
have been hardened from v, 8.8 has been done in other places, and especially ia 
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tbe letter a (va, vat) coalesces with the personal pronoun im, 
which is shortened from am, vai from vaim, first passed over 
into ei, and finally into a long i (Engl. i in machine), and 
the final m at first began to be sounded very weak, and at 
last was dropped altogether. Finally, this tbeory is proved 
by the formation of the Vedic aorists in in" which have 
not yet been reduplicated, as badh-im, I killed, kramim, I 
mounted, instead of the later ab'adisham, akramisham. 

ARTICLE IV . 

.lONATHAN EDWARDS, ms CHARACTER, TEACHING, AND 
INFLUENCE.1 

BY JOSBPH P. THOKP801f, D.D., WBW YOJU[. 

WHBN Jonathan Edwards, at the age of fifty-four, was 
chosen to the Presidency of Nassau Hall, at Princeton, New 
Jersey, he alleged as difficulties in the way of accepting" that 
important and arduous office," - first, "his own defects, un
itting him for such an undertaking," and secondly, that 
"course of employ in his study, which had long engaged 
and swallowed up his mind, and been the chief entertain-

an adverb formed by meaoa of tbis very suib::, 1fIati/ for Iftatillll. If we even 
grant an originalfin tbe Oscan and Umbrian, ye& we are not audlorized thereby 
to transfer this at once to the Latin, since eacb of these idioms, in many respects, 
bas taken its own course. Weare much rather inclined to tbink that die forms 
bMlITmt, venurint,focurmt,/e«rint, proa:&ftllrint, procinuerint, present an abridged 
form of the suffixes 17 or ""' tie; for if dlese forms are not for ilmtHlnl7ll, venlltlrint, 
/acvtJrint, procanverint or -ent, there would nbt be a single trace of the perfect 
tense in tbese forms of the future perfect. 

1 Tbe following article was originally prepared as ODe in a series of lectures 
before the Young Men's Christian Union, of Boston, apon "the inilaence of 
represeDta~ive religious men on the moral and religious life of their own denomi
nations and that of Christendom." It was subsequently delivered before the 
students of Andover and Yale Theological Seminaries. This statement win 
explain the rhetorical cast of die article, and the occasional use of tbe first per-
8811. which could not be avoided widlout changing its whole Itrnctaf8. 
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